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This text covers the complex and mysterious world of routing protocols and configuration. It explores

and explains from a practical point of view the devices that allow the Internet to function, i.e. routers

and switches. Categories of routing protocols like vector distance, link state, vector path and the

specific implementations of these protocols like RIP, OSPF and BGP are discussed and explained

in detail. Select products of market leaders in the field are reviewed with criteria for product

selection, as well as practical installation and configuration tips. Included with the book is a

CD-ROM.
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More and more my job requires me to hook various pieces of networking and computing equipment

directly to the internet. Because of this I am not as professionally interested in the internet from the

web page/Java/browser point of view, as I am in its physical layer, network component hardware

and the fund amental softwares that run it. Additionally, job deadlines and practical restrictions of

the workplace prevent me from taking too academic an approach to the underlying subjects of the

internet, so I find myself constantly in need of lucid and pragmatic treatments of technical stuffs not

easily satisfied by the vapid surveys presented in so-called Quick Guides, or Idiot Guides, or

whatever the current popular rendering is as the moment among the computer press. As such, it

was a special delight to discover Novell's Internet Plumbing Handbook. It fills a gaping hole in the

networking literature of this era.Mr Rybaczyk is obviously a talented and skilled presenter of



technical subjects. His humor and easy approach to the subject suggests and man well at home in

his material. He tackles each and every corner of the complex networks we call the internet in a

fashion that renders each component as an understandable and wholly manageable morsel. Taken

as a whole, the prospect of actually attaching your network, or part of your network, to the internet is

a frightening proposition, but under Mr Rybaczyk's adept care you will be nailing down the bits and

pieces of your internet connection that need to be added, upgraded and/or enhanced to optimize

performance and service.
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